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Abstract
We seek to measure political candidates’ ideological positioning from their speeches. To accomplish this, we infer ideological cues from
a corpus of political writings annotated with
known ideologies. We then represent the
speeches of U.S. Presidential candidates as sequences of cues and lags (filler distinguished
only by its length in words). We apply a
domain-informed Bayesian HMM to infer the
proportions of ideologies each candidate uses
in each campaign. The results are validated
against a set of preregistered, domain expertauthored hypotheses.
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Introduction

The artful use of language is central to politics, and
the language of politicians has attracted considerable interest among scholars of political communication and rhetoric (Charteris-Black, 2005; Hart,
2009; Deirmeier et al., 2012; Hart et al., 2013)
and computational linguistics (Thomas et al., 2006;
Fader et al., 2007; Gerrish and Blei, 2011, inter alia). In American politics, candidates for office give speeches and write books and manifestos
expounding their ideas. Every political season,
however, there are accusations of candidates “flipflopping” on issues, with opinion shows, late-night
comedies, and talk radio hosts replaying clips of
candidates contradicting earlier statements. Presidential candidate Mitt Romney’s own aide infamously proclaimed in 2012: “I think you hit a reset
button for the fall campaign [i.e., the general election]. Everything changes. It’s almost like an Etcha-Sketch. You can kind of shake it up and we start
all over again.”
A more general observation, often stated but not
yet, to our knowledge, tested empirically, is that

successful primary candidates “move to the center” before a general election. The expectation follows directly from long-standing and widely influential theories of political competition that are collectively referred to in their simplest form as the “median voter theorem” (Hotelling, 1929; Black, 1948;
Downs, 1957). Thus it is to be expected that when
a set of voters that are more ideologically concentrated are replaced by a set who are more widely
dispersed across the ideological spectrum, as occurs
in the transition between the United States primary
and general elections, that candidates will present
themselves as more moderate in an effort to capture
enough votes to win.
Do political candidates in fact stray ideologically
at opportune moments? More specifically, can we
measure candidates’ ideological positions from their
prose at different times? Following much work
on classifying the political ideology expressed by a
piece of text (Laver et al., 2003; Monroe and Maeda,
2004; Hillard et al., 2008), we start from the assumption that a candidate’s choice of words and
phrases reflects a deliberate attempt to signal common cause with a target audience, and as a broader
strategy, to respond to political competitors. Our
central hypothesis is that, despite candidates’ intentional vagueness, differences in position—among
candidates or over time—can be automatically detected and described as proportions of ideologies expressed in a speech.
In this work, we operationalize ideologies in a
novel empirical way, exploiting political writings
published in explicitly ideological books and magazines (§2).1 The corpus then serves as evidence for
1

We consider general positions in terms of broad ideological groups that are widely discussed in current political discourse (e.g., “Far Right,” “Religious Right,” “Libertarian,”’
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Figure 1: Ideology tree showing the labels for the ideological corpus in §2.1 (excluding B A C K G R O U N D ) and
corresponding to states in the HMM (§3.3).

a probabilistic model that allows us to automatically
infer compact, human-interpretable lexicons of cues
strongly associated with each ideology.
These lexicons are used, in turn, to create a lowdimensional representation of political speeches: a
speech is a sequence of cues interspersed with lags.
Lags correspond to the lengths of sequences of noncue words, which are treated as irrelevant to the inference problem at hand. In other words, a speech is
represented as a series alternating between cues signaling ideological positions and uninteresting filler.
Our main contribution is a probabilistic technique
for inferring proportions of ideologies expressed by
a candidate (§3). The inputs to the model are the
cue-lag representation of a speech and a domainspecific topology relating ideologies to each other.
The topology tree (shown in Figure 1) encoding
the closeness of different ideologies and, by extension, the odds of transitioning between them within a
speech. Bayesian inference is used to manage uncertainty about the associations between cues and ideologies, probabilities of traversing each of the tree’s
edges, and other parameters.
We demonstrate the usefulness of the measurement model by showing that it accurately recovers pre-registered beliefs regarding narratives widely
accepted—but not yet tested empirically—about the
2008 and 2012 U.S. Presidential elections (§4).

Table 1: Ideology corpus statistics. Note that some documents are not labeled with finer-grained ideologies.

2.1

First Stage: Cue Extraction

We first present a data-driven technique for automatically constructing “cue lexicons” from texts labeled
with ideologies by domain experts.
etc.). Analysis of positions on specific issues is left for future
work.

Ideological Corpus

We start with a collection of contemporary political
writings whose authors are perceived as representative of one particular ideology. Our corpus consists of two types of documents: books and magazines. Books are usually written by a single author,
while each magazine consists of regularly published
issues with collections of articles written by several
authors. A political science domain expert who is
a co-author of this work manually labeled each element in a collection of 112 books and 10 magazine
titles2 with one of three coarse ideologies: L E F T ,
R I G H T , or C E N T E R . Documents that were labeled
L E F T and R I G H T were further broken down into
more fine-grained ideologies, shown in Fig. 1.3 Table 1 summarizes key details about the ideological
corpus.
In addition to ideology labels, individual chapters
within the books were manually tagged with topics
that the chapter was about. For instance, in Barack
Obama’s book The Audacity of Hope, his chapter
2
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Documents
0
112
196
138
7
5
97
211
88
9
5
6

32,835,190
138,235
77,628
31,713
Tokens
0
3,334,601
7,396,264
7,257,723
487,844
429,480
3,282,744
7,392,163
1,703,343
702,444
407,054
441,530

There are 765 magazine issues, which are published biweekly to quarterly, depending on the magazine. All of a magazine’s issues are labeled with the same ideology.
3
We cannot claim that these texts are “pure” examples of
the ideologies they are labeled with (i.e., they may contain parts
that do not match the label). By finding relatively few terms
strongly associated with texts sharing a label, our model should
be somewhat robust to impurities, focusing on those terms that
are indicative of whatever drew the expert to identify them as
(mostly) sharing an ideology.

titled “Faith” is labeled as R E L I G I O U S . Not all
chapters have clearly defined topics, and as such,
these chapters are simply labeled M I S C . Magazines are not labeled with topics because each issue
of a magazine generally touches on multiple topics. There are a total of 61 topics; the full list can
be found in the supplementary materials, along with
a table summarizing key details about the corpus,
which contains 32.8 million tokens.
2.2

Cue Discovery Model

We use the ideological corpus to infer ideological
cues: terms that are strongly associated with an ideology. Because our ideologies are organized hierarchically, we required a technique that can account
for multiple effects within a single text. We further
require that the sets of cue terms be small, so that
they can be inspected by domain experts. We therefore turn to the sparse additive generative (SAGE)
models introduced by Eisenstein et al. (2011).
Like other probabilistic language models, SAGE
assigns probability to a text as if it were a bag of
terms. It differs from most language models in parameterizing the distribution using a generalized linear model, so that different effects on the log-odds
of terms are additive. In our case, we define the
probability of a term w conditioned on attributes of
the text in which it occurs. These attributes include
both the ideology and its coarsened version (e.g., a
F A R R I G H T book also has the attribute R I G H T ).
For simplicity, let A(d) denote
the set of attributes
S
of document d and A = d A(d). The parametric
form of the distribution is given, for term w in document d, by:


P
0 +
a
exp ηw
η
w
a∈A(d)
p(w | A(d); η) =
Z(A(d), η)
Each of the η weights can be a positive or negative
value influencing the probability of the word, conditioned on various properties of the document. When
we stack an attribute a’s weights into a vector across
all words, we get an η a vector, understood as an effect on the term distribution. (We use η to refer to
the collection of all of these vectors.) The effects in
our model, described in terms of attributes, are:
• η 0 , the background (log) frequencies of words,
fixed to the empirical frequencies in the corpus.

Hence the other effects can be understood as deviations from this background distribution.
• η ic , the coarse ideology effect, which takes different values for L E F T , R I G H T , and C E N T E R .
• η if , the fine ideology effect, which takes different
values for the fine-grained ideologies corresponding to the leaves in Fig. 1.
• η t , the topic effect, taking different values for
each of the 61 manually assigned topics. We further include one effect for each magazine series
(of which there are 10) to account for each magazine’s idiosyncrasies (topical or otherwise).
• η d , a document-specific effect, which captures idiosyncratic usage within a single document.
Note that the effects above are not mutually exclusive, although some effects never appear together
due to constraints imposed by their semantics (e.g.,
no book is labeled both L E F T and R I G H T ).
When estimating the parameters of the model (the
η vectors), we impose a sparsity-inducing `1 prior
that forces many weights to zero. The objective is:
XX
X
max
log p(w | A(d); η) −
λa kη a k1
η

d w∈d

a∈A

This objective function is convex but requires special treatment due to non-differentiability when any
elements are zero; we use the OWL-QN algorithm
to solve it (Andrew and Gao, 2007). To reduce the
complexity of the hyperparameter space (the possible values of all λa ) and to encourage similar levels
of sparsity across the different effect vectors, we let,
for each ideology attribute a,
λa = λ · |V(a)| /maxa0 ∈A |V(a0 )|
where V(a) is the set of term types appearing in
the data with attribute a (i.e., its vocabulary) , and
λ is a hyperparameter we can adjust to control the
amount of sparsity in the SAGE vectors. For the
non-ideology effects, we fix λa = 10 (not tuned).
2.3

Bigram and Trigram Lexicons

After estimating parameters, we are left with sparse
η a for each attribute. We are only interested, however, in the ideological attributes I ⊂ A. For an
ideological attribute i ∈ I, we take the terms with
positive elements of this vector to be the
S cues for
ideology i; call this set L(i) and let L = i∈I L(i).

Because political texts use a fair amount of multiword jargon, we initially represented each document
as a bag of unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams, ignoring the fact that these “overlap” with each other.4
While this would be inappropriate in language modeling and is inconsistent with our model’s independence assumptions among words, it is sensible since
our goal is to identify cues that are statistically associated with attributes like ideologies.
Preliminary trials revealed that unigrams tend to
dominate in such a model, since their frequency
counts are so much higher. Further, domain experts found them harder to interpret out of context
compared to bigrams and trigrams. We therefore included only bigrams and trigrams as terms in our cue
discovery model.
2.4

Validation

The term selection method we have described can
be understood as a form of feature selection that
reasons globally about the data and tries to control for some effects that are not of interest (topic
or document idiosyncrasies). We compared the
approach to two classic, simple methods for feature selection: ranking based on pointwise mutual information (PMI) and weighted average PMI
(WAPMI) (Schneider, 2005; Cover and Thomas,
2012). Selected features were used to classify the
ideologies of held-out documents from our corpus.5 We evaluated these feature selection methods
within naı̈ve Bayes classification in a 5-fold crossvalidation setup. We vary λ for the SAGE model
and compare the results to equal-sized sets of terms
selected by PMI and WAPMI. We consider SAGE
with and without topic effects.
Figure 2 visualizes accuracy against the number of features for each method. Bigrams and
trigrams consistently outperform unigrams (McNemar’s, p < 0.05). Otherwise, there are no significant differences in performance except WAPMI
4
Generative models that produce the same evidence more
than once are sometimes called “deficient,” but model deficiency does not necessarily imply that the model is ineffective.
Some of the IBM models for statistical machine translation provide a classic example (Brown et al., 1993).
5
The text was tokenized and stopwords removed. Punctuation, numbers, and web addresses were normalized. Tokens
appearing less than 20 times in training data, or in fewer than 5
documents were removed.
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Figure 2: Plot of average classification accuracy for
5-fold cross validation against the number of features.
Dashed lines refer to using only unigram features, while
solid lines refer to using bigram and trigram features.

with bigrams/trigrams at its highest point. SAGE
with topics is slightly (but not significantly) better than without. We conclude that SAGE is a
competitive choice for cue discovery, noting that a
principled way of controlling for topical and document effects—offered by SAGE but not the other
methods—may be even more relevant to our task
than classification accuracy.
2.5

Cue Lexicon

We ran SAGE on the the full ideological book corpus, including topic effects, and setting λ = 30, obtained a set of |L| = 8, 483 cue terms. The supplementary materials include top cue terms associated
with various ideologies and a heatmap of similarities
among SAGE vectors.
We conducted a small, relatively informal study
in which seven subjects (including four scholars of
American politics) were asked to match brief descriptions of the classes, including prominent prototypical individuals exemplifying each, to cue terms.
About 70% of ideologies were correctly matched
by experts, with relatively few confusions between
L E F T and R I G H T . More details are given in supplementary materials.

3

Second Stage: Cue-Lag Ideological
Proportions

The main contribution of this paper is a technique
for measuring ideology proportions in the prose of
political candidates. We adopt a Bayesian approach
that manages our uncertainty about the cue lexi-

con L, the tendencies of political speakers to “flipflop” among ideological types, and the relative “distances” among different ideologies. The representation of a candidate’s ideology as a mixture among
discrete, hierarchically related categories can be distinguished from continuous representations (“scaling” or “spatial” models) often used in political science, especially to infer positions from Congressional roll-call voting patterns (Poole and Rosenthal, 1985; Poole and Rosenthal, 2000; Clinton
et al., 2004). Moreover, the ability to draw inferences about individual policy-makers’ ideologies
from their votes on proposed legislation is severely
limited by institutional constraints on the types of
legislation that is actually subject to recorded votes.
3.1

Political Speeches Corpus

We gathered transcribed speeches given by candidates of the two main parties (Democrats and Republicans) during the 2008 and 2012 Presidential
election seasons. Each election season is comprised
of two stages: (i) the primary elections, where candidates seek the support of their respective parties to
be nominated as the party’s Presidential candidate,
and (ii) the general elections where the parties’ chosen candidates travel across the states to garner support from all citizens. Each candidate’s speeches are
partitioned into epochs for each election; e.g., those
that occur before the candidate has secured enough
pledged delegates to win the party nomination are
“from the primary.” Table 2 presents a breakdown
of the candidates and speeches in our corpus.
3.2

Cue-Lag Representation

Our measurement model only considers ideological
cues; other terms are treated as filler. We therefore
transform each speech into a cue-lag representation.
The representation is a sequence of alternating
cues (elements from the ideological lexicon L) and
integer “lags” (counts of non-cue terms falling between two cues). This will allow us to capture the intuition that a candidate may use longer lags between
evocations of different ideologies, while nearby cues
are likely to be from similar ideologies.
To map a speech into the cue-lag representation,
we simply match all elements of L in the speech and
replace sequences of other words by their lengths.
When a trigram cue strictly includes a bigram cue,

Party
Democrats∗
Republicans†
Obama (D)
McCain (R)
Romney (R)

Pri’08
167
50
78
9
8

Gen’08
81
159
‡
(13)

Pri’12
49
19

Gen’12
99
19

∗

Democrats in our corpus are: Joe Biden, Hillary Clinton, John
Edwards, and Bill Richardson in 2008 and Barack Obama in
both 2008 and 2012.
†
Republicans in our corpus are: Rudy Giuliani, Mike Huckabee, John McCain, and Fred Thompson in 2008, Michelle
Bachmann, Herman Cain, Newt Gingrich, Jon Huntsman, Rick
Perry, and Rick Santorum in 2012, and Ron Paul and Mitt Romney in both 2008 and 2012.
‡
For Romney, we have 13 speeches which he gave in the period
2008-2011 (between his withdrawal from the 2008 elections
and before the commencement of the 2012 elections). While
these speeches are not technically part of the regular Presidential election campaign, they can be seen as his preparation towards the 2012 elections, which is particularly interesting as
Romney has been accused of having inconsistent viewpoints.

Table 2: Breakdown of number of speeches in our political speech corpus by epoch. On average, 2,998 tokens,
and 95 cue terms are found in each speech document.

we take only the trigram. When two cues partially
overlap, we treat them as consecutive cue terms and
set the lag to 0. Figure 3 shows an example of our
cue-lag representation.
3.3

CLIP: An Ideology HMM

The model we use to infer ideologies, cue-lag ideological proportions (CLIP), is a hidden Markov
model. Each state corresponds to an ideology
(Fig. 1) or B A C K G R O U N D . The emission from a state
consists of (i) a cue from L and (ii) a lag value. The
high-level generative story for a single speech with
T cue-lag pairs is as follows:
1. Parameters are drawn from conjugate priors
(details in §3.3.3).
2. Let the initial state be the B A C K G R O U N D
state.
3. For t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T }:6
(a) Transition to state St based on the
transition distribution, discussed in §3.3.1.
This transition is conditioned on the previous state St−1 and the lag at timestep t−1,
denoted by Lt−1 .
6

The length of the sequence is assumed to be exogenous, so
that no stop state needs to be defined.

Original sentence

Just compare this President’s record with Ronald Reagan’s first term. President Reagan also faced
an economic crisis. In fact, in 1982, the unemployment rate peaked at nearly 11 percent. But in the
two years that followed, he delivered a true recovery economic growth and job creation were three
times higher than in the Obama Economy.

Cue-lag representation

... −
→ ronald reagan −
→ presid reagan −
→ econom crisi −
→ unemploy rate −→ econom growth −
→
9
job creation −
→ ...

6

2

3

5

17

1

Figure 3: Example of the cue-lag representation.

(b) Emit cue term Wt from the lexicon L
and lag Lt based on the emission distribution, discussed in §3.3.2.
We turn next to the transitions and emissions.
3.3.1

Ideology Topology and Transition
Parameterization
CLIP assumes that each cue term uttered by a
politician is generated from a hidden state corresponding to an ideology. The ideologies are organized into a tree based on their hierarchical relationships; see Fig. 1. In this study, the tree is fixed according to our domain knowledge of current American politics; in future work it might be enriched with
greater detail or its structure learned automatically.
The ideology tree is used in defining the transition
distribution in the HMM, but not to directly define
the topology of the HMM. Importantly, each state
may transition to any other state, but the transition
distribution is defined using the graph, so that ideologies that are closer to each other will tend to be
more likely to transition to each other. To transition
between two states si and sj , a walk must be taken
in the tree from vertex si to vertex sj . We emphasize
that the walk corresponds to a single transition—
the speaker does not emit anything from the states
passed through along the path.
A simplified version of our transition distribution,
for exposition, is given as follows:
ptree (sj | si ; ζ, θ)
Q

=
(1
−
ζ
)θ
u u,v ζsj
hu,vi∈Path(si ,sj )
Path(si , sj ) refers to the sequence of edges in the
tree along the unique path from si to sj . Each of
these edges hu, vi must be traversed, and the probability of doing so, conditioned on having already
reached u, is (1−ζu )—i.e., not stopping in u—times
θu,v —i.e., selecting vertex v from among those that
share an edge with u. Eventually, sj is reached, and
the walk ends, incurring probability ζsj .

In order to capture the intuition that a longer lag
after a cue term should increase the entropy over the
next ideology state, we introduce a restart probability, which is conditioned on the length of the most
recent lag, `. The probability of restarting the walk
from the B A C K G R O U N D state is a noisy-OR model
with parameter ρ. This gives the transition distribution:
p(sj | si , `; ζ, θ, ρ) = (1 − ρ)`+1 ptree (sj | si ; ζ, θ)
+ (1 − (1 − ρ)`+1 )ptree (sj | sB A C K G R O U N D ; ζ, θ)
Note that, if ρ = 1, there is no Markovian dependency between states (i.e., there is always a restart),
so CLIP reverts to a mixture model.
This approach allows us to parameterize the full
set of |I|2 transitions with O(|I|) parameters.7 Since
the graph is a tree and the walks are not allowed
to backtrack, the only ambiguity in the transition
is due to the restart probability; this distinguishes
CLIP from other algorithms based on random walks
(Brin and Page, 1998; Mihalcea, 2005; Toutanova et
al., 2004; Collins-Thompson and Callan, 2005).
3.3.2 Emission Parameterization
Recall that, at time step t, CLIP emits a cue from
the lexicon L and an integer-valued lag. For each
state s, we let the probability of emitting cue w
be denoted by ψs,w ; ψ s is a multinomial distribution over the entire lexicon L. This allows our approach to handle ambiguous cues that can associate
with more than one ideology, and also to associate a
cue with a different ideology than our cue discovery
method proposed, if the signal from the data is sufficiently strong. We assume each lag to be generated
by a Poisson distribution with global parameter ν.
7

More precisely, there are |I| edges (since there are |I| + 1
vertices including B A C K G R O U N D ), each with a θ-parameter in
each direction. For a vertex with degree d, however, there are
only d−1 degrees of freedom, so that there are 2|I|−(|I|+1) =
|I| − 1 degrees of freedom for θ. There are |I| ζ-parameters and
a single ρ, for a total of 2|I| degrees of freedom.

3.3.3 Inference and Learning
Above we described CLIP’s transitions and emissions.
Because our interest is in measuring
proportions—and, as we will see, in comparing
those proportions across speakers and campaign
periods—we require a way to allow variation in parameters across different conditions. Specifically,
we seek to measure differences in time spent in each
ideology state. This can be captured by allowing
each speaker to have a different θ and ζ in each stage
of the campaign. On the other hand, we expect that a
speaker draws from his ideological lexicon similarly
across different epochs—there is a single ψ shared
between different epochs.
In order to manage uncertainty about the parameters of CLIP, to incorporate prior beliefs based on
our ideology-specific cue lexicons {L(i)}i , and to
allow sharing of statistical strength across conditions, we adopt a Bayesian approach to inference.
This will allow principled exploration of the posterior distribution over the proportions of interest.
We place a symmetric Dirichlet prior on the tree
walk probabilities θ; its parameter is α. For the
cue emission distribution associated with ideology
i, ψ si , we use an informed Dirichlet prior with two
different values, βcue for cues in L(i), and a smaller
βdef for those in L \ L(i).8
Learning proceeds by collapsed Gibbs sampling
for the hidden states and slice sampling (with vague
priors) for the hyperparameters (α, β, ρ, and ζ). Details of the sampler are given in the supplementary
materials. At each Gibbs step, we resample the ideology state and restart indicator variable for every
cue term in every speech.
We ran our Gibbs sampler for 75,000 iterations,
discarding the first 25,000 iterations for burn-in, and
collected samples at every 10 iterations. Further, we
perform the slice sampling step at every 5,000 iterations. For each candidate, we collected 5,000 posterior samples which we use to infer his/her ideological proportions.
In order to determine the amount of time a candidate spends in each ideology, we denote the unit of
time in terms of half the lag before and after each cue
8

This implies that a term can, in the posterior distribution,
be associated with an ideology i of whose L(i) it was not a
member. In fact, this occurred frequently in our runs of the
model.

term, i.e., when a candidate draws a cue term from
ideology i during timestep t, we say that he spends
1
2 (Lt−1 + Lt ) amount of time in ideology i. Averaging over all the samples returned by our sampler
and normalizing it by the length of the documents in
each epoch, we obtain a candidate’s expected ideological proportions within the epoch.

4

Pre-registered Hypotheses

The traditional way to evaluate a text analysis model
in NLP is, of course, to evaluate its output against
gold-standard judgements by humans. In the case
of recent political speeches, however, we are doubtful that such judgments can be made objectively at
a fine-grained level. While we are confident about
gross categorization of books and magazines in our
ideological corpus (§2.1), many of which are overtly
marked by their ideological assocations, we believe
that human estimates of ideological proportions, or
even association of particular tokens with ideologies
they may evoke, may be overly clouded by the variation in annotator ideology and domain expertise.
We therefore adopt a different method for evaluation. Before running our model, we identified a set
of hypotheses, which we pre-registered as expectations. These are categorized into groups based on
their strength and relevance to judging the validity of
the model. Strong hypotheses are those that constitute the lowest bar for face validity; if violated, they
suggest a flaw in the model. Moderate hypotheses
are those that match the intuition of domain experts
conducting the research, or extant theory. Violations
suggest more examination is required, and may raise
the possibility that further testing might be pursued
to demonstrate the hypothesis is false. Our 13 principal hypotheses are enumerated in Table 3.

5

Evaluation

We compare the posterior proportions inferred by
CLIP with several baselines:
• HMM: rather than §3.3.1, a fully connected, traditional transition matrix is used.
• M IX: a mixture model; at each timestep, we always restart (ρ = 1). This eliminates Markovian dependencies between ideologies at nearby
timesteps, but still uses the ideology tree in defining the probabilities of each state through θ.

Hypotheses
CLIP HMM M IX N O R ES
Sanity checks (strong):
S1. Republican primary candidates should tend to draw more from R I G H T than *12/12 10/13 13/13 12/13
from L E F T .
S2. Democratic primary candidates should tend to draw more from L E F T than
4/5
5/5 5/5
5/5
from R I G H T .
S3. In general elections, Democrats should draw more from the L E F T than the
4/4
4/4 3/4
0/4
Republicans and vice versa for the R I G H T .
S total
20/21 19/22 21/22 17/22
Primary hypotheses (strong):
P1. Romney, McCain and other Republicans should almost never draw from F A R 29/32 *21/31 27/32 29/32
L E F T , and extremely rarely from P R O G R E S S I V E .
P2. Romney should draw more heavily from the R I G H T than Obama in both stages
2/2
2/2 1/2
1/2
of the 2012 campaign.
Primary hypotheses (moderate):
P3. Romney should draw more heavily on words from the L I B E R T A R I A N ,
2/2
2/2 0/2
2/2
P O P U L I S T , R E L I G I O U S R I G H T , and F A R R I G H T in the primary compared to the general election. In the general election, Romney should draw
more heavily on C E N T E R , C E N T E R -R I G H T and L E F T vocabularies.
P4. Obama should draw more heavily on words from the P R O G R E S S I V E in the
0/1
0/1 0/1
1/1
2008 primary than in the 2008 general election.
P5. In the 2008 general election, Obama should draw more heavily on the
1/1
1/1 1/1
1/1
C E N T E R , C E N T E R -L E F T , and R I G H T vocabularies than in the 2008 primary.
P6. In the 2012 general election, Obama should sample more from the L E F T than
2/2
2/2 0/2
0/2
from the R I G H T , and should sample more from the L E F T vocabularies than
Romney.
P7. McCain should draw more heavily from the F A R R I G H T , P O P U L I S T , and
0/1
1/1 1/1
1/1
L I B E R T A R I A N in the 2008 primary than in the 2008 general election.
P8. In the general 2008, McCain should draw more heavily from the C E N T E R ,
1/1
1/1 1/1
1/1
C E N T E R -R I G H T , and L E F T vocabularies than in the 2008 primary.
P9. McCain should draw more heavily from the R I G H T than Obama in both stages
2/2
2/2 2/2
1/2
of the campaign.
P10.Obama and other Democrats should very rarely draw from F A R R I G H T .
6/7
5/7 7/7
4/7
P total
45/51 37/50 40/51 41/51
Table 3: Pre-registered hypotheses used to validate the measurement model; number of statements evaluated correctly
by different models. *Some differences were not significant at p = 0.05 and are not included in the results.

• N O R ES, where we never restart (ρ = 0). This
strengthens the Markovian dependencies.
In M IX, there are no temporal effects between cue
terms, although the structure of our ideology tree
encourages the speaker to draw from coarse-grained
ideologies over fine-grained ideologies. On the other
hand, the strong Markovian dependency between
states in N O R ES would encourage the model to stay
local within the ideology tree. In our experiments,
we will see how that the ideology tree and the random treatment of restarting both contribute to our
model’s inferences.
Table 3 presents a summary of which hypotheses the models’ inferences are in accordance with.
CLIP is not consistently outperformed by any of the

competing baselines.
Sanity checks (S1–3) CLIP correctly identifies
sixteen L E F T /R I G H T alignments of primary candidates (S1, S2), but is unable to determine one candidate’s orientation; it finds Jon Huntsman to spend
roughly equal proportions of speech-time drawing
on L E F T and R I G H T cue terms. Interestingly,
Huntsman, who had served as U.S. Ambassador to
China under Obama, was considered the one moderate in the 2012 Republican field. M IX correctly
identifies all thirteen Republicans, while N O R ES
places McCain from the 2008 primaries as mostly
L E F T -leaning and HMM misses three of thirteen,
including Perry and Gingrich, who might be deeply

Name interference When we looked at the cue
terms actually used in the speeches, we found one
systematic issue: the inclusion of candidates’ names
as cue terms. Terms mentioning John McCain are
associated with the R I G H T , so that Obama’s mentions of his opponent are taken as evidence for
rightward positioning; in total, mentions of McCain
contributed 4% absolute to Obama’s R I G H T ideological proportion. Similarly, barack obama and
presid obama are L E F T cues (though senat obama
is a R I G H T cue). In future work, we believe filtering
candidate names in the first stage will be beneficial.
Strong hypotheses P1 and P2 CLIP and the variants making use of the ideology tree were in agreement on most of the strong primary hypotheses.
Most of these involved our expectation that the
Republican candidates would rarely draw on F A R
L E F T and P R O G R E S S I V E L E F T . Our qualitative
hypotheses were not specific about how to quantify
“rare” or “almost never.” We chose to find a result
inconsistent with a P1 hypothesis any time a Republican had proportions greater than 5% for either ideology. The notable deviations for CLIP were Fred
Thompson (13% from the P R O G R E S S I V E L E F T
during the 2008 primary) and Mitt Romney (12%
from the P R O G R E S S I V E L E F T between the 2008
and 2012 elections, 13% from the F A R L E F T during the 2012 general election). This model did no
worse than other variants here and much better than
one: HMM had 10 inconsistencies out of 32 opportunities, suggesting the importance of the ideology
tree.

Far Right
Populist (R)

Religious (R)

Romney

McCain

Libertarian (R)

Obama

disturbed to find that they are misclassified as L E F T leaning. As for the Democratic primary candidates
(S2), CLIP’s one questionable finding is that John
Edwards spoke slightly more from the R I G H T than
the L E F T . For the general elections (S3), CLIP and
HMM correctly identify the relative amount of time
spent in L E F T /R I G H T between Obama and his Republican competitors. N O R ES had the most trouble, missing all four. CLIP finds Obama spending slightly more time on the R I G H T than on the
L E F T in the 2008 general elections but nevertheless,
Obama is still found to spend more time engaging in
L E F T -speak than McCain.

Right
Center

Center-Right
Center-Left
Religious
(L)
Far
Left
Primaries
2008
Religious (R)
Libertarian (R)

Left
Progressive (L)
General 2008
Far Right
Populist (R)
Right

Center-Right
Center

Center-Left
Left

Religious (L)
Progressive (L)
Far
Left
Primaries 2008 2008-2011 Primaries 2012 General 2012
Far Right
Religious (R)
Populist (R)
Right
Libertarian (R)
Center-Right
Center
Center-Left
Left
Religious (L)
Far Left
Primaries 2008

General 2008

Progressive (L)
General 2012

Figure 4: Proportion of time spent in each ideology by
McCain, Romney, and Obama during the 2008 and 2012
Presidential election seasons.

“Etch-a-Sketch” hypotheses Hypotheses P3, P4,
P5, P7, and P8 are all concerned with differences
between the primary and general elections: successful primary candidates are expected to “move to the
center.” A visualization of CLIP’s proportions for
McCain, Romney, and Obama is shown in Figure 4,
with their speeches grouped together by different
epochs. The model is in agreement with most of
these hypotheses. It did not confirm P4—Obama
appears to CLIP to be more P R O G R E S S I V E in the
2008 general election than in the primary, though the
difference is small (3%) and may be within the margin of error. Likewise, in P7, the difference between
McCain drawing from F A R R I G H T , P O P U L I S T
and L I B E R T A R I A N between the 2008 primary and
general elections is only 2% and highly uncertain,
with a 95% credible interval of 44–50% during the
primary (vs. 47–50% in the general election).
Fine-grained ideologies Fine-grained ideologies
are expected to account for smaller proportions, so
that making predictions about them is quite difficult.
This is especially true for primary elections, where a
broader palette of ideologies is expected to be drawn
from, but we have fewer speeches from each candi-

date. CLIP’s inconsistency with P10, for example,
comes from assigning 5.4% of Obama’s 2008 primary cues to F A R R I G H T .
CLIP’s inferences on the corpus of political
speeches can be browsed at http://www.ark.
cs.cmu.edu/CLIP. We emphasize that CLIP
and its variants are intended to quantify the ideological content candidates express in speeches, not
necessarily their beliefs (which may not be perfectly
reflected in their words), or even how they are described by pundits and analysts (who draw on far
more information than is expressed in speeches).
CLIP’s deviations from the hypotheses are suggestive of potential improvements to cue extraction
(§2), but also of incorrect hypotheses. We expect
future research to explore a richer set of linguistic
cues and attributes beyond ideology (e.g., topics and
framing on various issues). We plan to use CLIP
as a text analysis method to support substantive inquiry in political science, such as following trends
in expressed ideology over time.
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Related Work

As early as the 1960s, there has been research on
modeling ideological beliefs using automated systems (Abelson and Carroll, 1965; Carbonell, 1978;
Sack, 1994). These early works model ideology at a
sophisticated level, involving the actors, actions and
goals; they require manually constructed knowledge
bases. Poole and Rosenthal (1985) used congressional roll call data to demonstrate the ideological
divide in Congress, and provided a methodology for
measuring ideological positions. Gerrish and Blei
(2011; 2012) augmented the methodology with text
from congressional bills using probabilistic models
to uncover lawmakers’ positions on specific political issues, putting them on a left-right spectrum,
while Thomas et al. (2006) made use of floor debate speeches to predict votes. Likewise, taking advantage of the proliferation of text today, numerous techniques have been developed to identify topics and perspectives in the media (Gentzkow and
Shapiro, 2005; Lin et al., 2008; Fortuna et al., 2009;
Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2010); determine the political leanings of a document or author (Laver et al.,
2003; Efron, 2004; Mullen and Malouf, 2006; Fader
et al., 2007); or recognize stances in debates (So-

masundaran and Wiebe, 2009; Anand et al., 2011).
Going beyong lexical indicators, Greene and Resnik
(2009) investigated syntactic features to identify perspectives or implicit sentiment.

7

Conclusions

We introduced CLIP, a domain-informed, Bayesian
model of ideological proportions in political language. We showed how ideological cues could be
discovered from a lightly labeled corpus of ideological writings, then incorporated into CLIP. The resulting inferences are largely consistent with a set
of preregistered hypotheses about candidates in the
2008 and 2012 Presidential elections.
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